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Yun Chujiu’s words immediately attracted everyone’s attention. They continued to listen to her: 

 

“Emperor Mu Xuan broke off the engagement of his own accord in fear that the Divine Phoenix would 

blame him. The four of us immediately left Jing City. Who would have thought that we would be hunted 

down on the way? The leader was the former crown prince. 

 

 

“We were lucky enough to escape into the territory of the East Phoenix Kingdom. However, Emperor Mu 

Xuan was still unwilling to let us go. He let the former crown prince lead tens of thousands of troops to 

attack the East Phoenix Kingdom in an attempt to annex the four kingdoms. 

 

“We have been forced to this extent by the well wood kingdom. Are we not allowed to fight back? “Do 

the people of the four kingdoms and the ten vassal kingdoms deserve to be invaded? “Yes!” 

 

When the Allied forces of the four kingdoms heard Yun Chujiu’s words, they immediately straightened 

their backs like the grass that had been dry for a long time was nourished by the rain. They were not 

invaders, they were just defending themselves. 

 

Imperial chancellor Liu sneered, “No matter how glib your tongue is, your four-nation alliance army is 

now on the land of our JINGMU country. This confirms that you are invaders.” 

 

Emperor Nan Xuan and the other two felt their hearts sink. This imperial chancellor Liu was indeed 

difficult to deal with. If he insisted on this point, they really had no reason to defend themselves. 

 

At this moment, Yun Chujiu’s clear voice was heard, “Invasion? Imperial Chancellor Liu, who gave you 

the face to criticize our four-nation alliance army? 

 

You invaded first, so we can only swallow our anger? And then wait for you to recover your strength 

before you invade us again? We are just preparing for a rainy day! 



 

Also, Imperial Chancellor Liu, I remember that your daughter, Liu Hanyan, is the fiancee of the previous 

Crown Prince, right? How come she has become the Empress Now? You are a petty person who plays by 

the wind and sells women for Glory, yet you have the nerve to compete with me for the moral high 

ground? Aren’t you too shameless? !” 

 

Imperial Chancellor Liu was so angry that his face turned red. Before he could refute, he heard yun 

chujiu continue, “Moreover, the Jing Mu Kingdom and our ten vassal states are one body, advancing and 

retreating together, and sharing life and death together. 

 

“Now that the Jing Mu Kingdom has been ruined by the imperial family, we have helped you clean up 

the mess for free. It’s fine if you are not grateful, but you actually said that our four countries’Allied 

forces are invading? “You are too shameless!” 

 

No one from the Jingmu kingdom or the four-nation alliance said anything for a while. They were all 

shocked by Yun Chujiu’s shamelessness! 

 

However, they obviously underestimated Yun Chujiu’s shamelessness. She continued, “What the higher-

ups said are all great principles. Our four-nation alliance army is the righteous side. 

 

In addition, the cultivation world has always respected the strong. Otherwise, there wouldn’t be any 

first-class or third-class countries. 

 

Therefore, you don’t have to talk to me about invading or not invading. I’ll tell you the truth. I have my 

eyes on the well-wood kingdom and want to annex it. What are you going to do about it? ! 

 

Those who don’t want to die and want to make a fortune, quickly surrender. Otherwise, you will only 

die! ! Don’t forget, I am the Messenger of the Divine Phoenix, the darling of the Tian Dao. What right do 

you have to fight with me? ! 

 



Also, my empress will be back in a few days. Just you little scumbags, he can easily kill a large number of 

them. Those who don’t want to die, quickly surrender!” 

 

Imperial Chancellor Liu had a stomach full of words that had been refuted by Yun Chujiu’s 

shamelessness. When faced with such a shameless person, any words were useless. 

 

The people of the four countries’Alliance Army felt that their Emperor Fenghua was simply too 

domineering! 

 

Only such a woman was worthy to be their king. They had an inexplicable belief that as long as their 

emperor followed them, he would definitely be invincible and invincible! 


